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Ana Sofia Gonçalves´s exhibition is an installation that combines consistently drawing, painting, sculpture and 
the collage. In this work the artist is inspired by the animals and presents them with human characteristics. She 
explores the comic and nonsense of the situations that these characters are protagonists, with great exuberance 
and humor, out of their condition and its habitat. 
In this installation the illustrations, the «magic boxes» and the objects recreate a scenic space, a small microworlds, 
where everything can happen.  
These works contain symbolic elements that are a reference in Ana´s universe. The forest is the magical place 
where the artist feels good and gives wings to her fantasy, the ladder invites to get up to find the welcoming place, 
the airplane rides in the 'clouds' invite you to dream and lead you towards freedom. We enter in a fantastic world in 
an intimate place where is pleasant to stay in it and where you can dream. 
In D. Olivia, Mr. Onofre and Mr. Domingues, the artist experiences the illustration. Followed by birds, Dona Olivia, 
an elegant stork, is delighted taking her bath soak into a colorful bathtub made with soft tissues, where beads 
simulates foam and wallpaper with an old standard is decorating the scenario. In this microworlds the animals live 
in peace and harmony.  
There is in this work a large variety of techniques and materials. The artist uses various media to share better her 
project. The materials, clothing, wallpaper, feathers, ropes, toys, illustrate the reality and awaken the senses.  
The objects she chooses to perform her work have to be aesthetically appealing and have colors close to the real 
ones. The technique is her passion. 
The colour is a key in this universe and fills the objects with the chiaroscuro notions.  
In Ana´s work all the little details and interventions have an aesthetic or symbolic signification. There are no voids 
in her work, the space is completely filled because Ana needs to say everything and create. 
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